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ABSTRACT
�is paper presents an implementation of an energy consumption
measurement in a FPGA hardware platform for Full-HD video pro-
cessing. �is platform is capable of processing the video signal as it
is acquired, in a rate of 30 fps, preserving its original size without
discarding any information. Energy consumption measurement
was compared with estimated consumption obtained from simula-
tion. To validate the solution, a Sobel gradient acting in the three
color channels was implemented, showing a consumption of 0.24mJ
per frame.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The core of the modern monitoring systems consists of intelligent
cameras that are embedded systems which perform real-time video
analysis tasks, and send high-level descriptions of the scenes or
characteristics of objects of interest detected and may even be able
to take decisions [1]. As embedded systems, they have limitations
on data transmission rate, energy resources, weight, and footprint
[2]. Speci�cally in monitoring tasks, to handle large volumes of
data, many solutions are implemented using low-resolution images,
grey scale and are even arbitrarily omi�ing some frames of the
video to be analyzed [1].

Because of the favorable relationship between performance and
consumption and for its �exibility and scalability [3] [4] [5], an
FPGA platform was chosen.

In the context of building a smart camera, especially in the de-
sign of sustainable wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [6], where
energy consumption is crucial, this research aims to propose and
demonstrate the viability of a platform for acquisition and pro-
cessing Full-HD videos, without using compression or discarding
information, considering all frames and pixels.

�e proposed platform consists of a digital camera that captures
Full-HD video which is transmi�ed to the FPGA for processing and
the result is transmi�ed to a monitor. With the energy measurement

mechanism, directly coupled to the FPGA, it is possible to obtain
the actual consumption of the implemented solutions.

�us, we are proposing an embedded FPGA platform with enough
performance to handle Full-HD resolution videos without discard-
ing information, aiming for an e�cient energy consumption to
avoid need for active cooling. And, to verify its feasibility, the
algorithm of edge detection Sobel, that is widely exploited in the
researches of image treatment, has been implemented.

�e rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights
the related work; Section 3 describes the used platform; Section 4
shows the experiments; Section 5 discusses power consumption
aspects, followed by conclusions in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Focusing on implementation of video processing images in FPGA
platform, solutions have been proposed using Spartan 3 [7]; Spartan
6 [7]; Virtex-5 [8] [9] [10] [11]; Virtex 6 [12] [3] [13]; Altera Cyclone
III [9], Altera Cyclone IV [14] and Altera Cyclone II [15]. �e
analyzed solutions manipulates images with di�erent resolutions
varying from 256 × 256 [8] to 1280 × 1024 [12].

For validation, veri�cation and hardware/so�ware co-design,
programming languages such as Matlab [8] [7] [16] [15] [14] and
C++ [13] were used. �e OpenCV library was used to compare
results [13]. For modelling and simulation of the solutions Simulink
[8]; ModelSim [10] [13] [11] and Convey [13] were used.

To validate solutions, edge detection algorithms such as Sobel
[8] [7] [10] [16] [14] [3]; Harris and Stephen �lters [9]; HDR [12];
HOG to detect pedestrians [13] and face detection using LBP (Local
Binary Pa�ern) [15] were used.

Some studies have evidenced the number of frames per second
processed varying from 25 [3] to 185 [10], clock frequency from 27
MHz [11] [16] to 125 MHz [12], and energy consumption estimation
[14] [12] [15].

Some of the works highlighted the structures used for storage
and to assist the necessary calculations. Two FIFOs and a set of
registers were used to make the displacement of the image in a 3×3
size calculation window to assist in the calculation of the Sobel
gradient [10]. In another work, a similar approach is using three
bu�ers [16] where, a�er a lag time required for �lling the bu�ers,
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the magnitude of the gradient was calculated for each pixel in three
clock cycles. For the treatment of image resolution 640 × 480, nine
16-bit registers bu�ers and two sixteen wide FIFO with depth of
640 were used. �e bu�ers and FIFO registers store a 3 × 3 window
that is sent to the gradient calculation cells and the result is sent to
an image segmentation module. Each of the FIFO registers stores a
line of the image. At a time t1 the �rst FIFO is �lled with a line of
the image. At the time t2 the content of the �rst FIFO is copied to
the second FIFO, while the �rst FIFO is �lled with a new line. When
the two FIFOs are fully �lled a pixel is passed to a 3 × 3 window,
and a�er three clock cycles of the convolution is calculated. A�er
640 × 2 + 3 clock pulses the �rst 3 × 3 window will be �lled [14]. In
Wang et al. [15] a resolution of 640× 480 image is received which is
resized to 320×240 for processing. Only in work [11] the treatment
of color images is made.

Various metrics are used for the evaluation of the implemented
solutions. However, due to the fact that not all work inform values
for all metrics, a thorough comparative study among these solutions
is not feasible.

3 FPGA EMBEDDED PLATFORM
�e Panasonic digital camera CMQ2148X with 3.6 mm lens was
used as the image capture device that provides images in RGB
format, full-HD, operating at a rate of 30 fps. Its output is available
in SDI standard [17].

For the processing of the images a FPGA DE2-115 board was used,
consisting of Cyclone IV E (EP4CE115), with 114,800 logic elements.
�e family of FPGA Cyclone is classi�ed by the manufacturer as
being low cost [18]. �e HSMC interface (High Speed Mezzanine
Card) [19] of the board was used to connect to the camera.

To make it possible to communicate between the camera and
the FPGA board, a SDI to HDMI converter, a HDMI-DVI converter
cable and HSMC-DVI adapter card, were used. �e adapter card
allows for reception and transmission. Images captured from the
camera were connected at the receiving port. �e sending port was
connected to a monitor Samsung T240M. �e Figure 1 resume the
platform scheme.
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Converter 

Cable
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Converter

Board
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Figure 1: Platform scheme.

To check all platform components, using �artus IITMII version
15.1, the demo version of the HSMC-DVI card was implemented
retaining only the loop-back mode, where the image sequence
displayed on the monitor is equal to what is received from the
camera.

To display the images, it was necessary to identify and include,
in the application source code, the EDID (Extended Display Iden-
ti�cation Data) of the monitor. �e EDID is a data structure that

describes the capabilities of digital video monitors. �is code was
stored in the HSMC-DVI card’s NVRAM memory.

According to the EDID for the Full-HD resolution, in fact, 2200×
1125 pixels are manipulated. However, only 1920 × 1080 pixels are
captured by the camera sensor. �e other pixels are for control
information and picture synchronization. On the monitor only the
pixels captured by the camera sensor are e�ectively displayed.

Considering a rate of 30 fps, every second 74.25 million pixels are
handled. Since each pixel is represented by 24 bits of information,
each second 1,782 Mbits are transferred, resulting in a transfer rate
of approximately 1.66 Gbps. �e pixel clock is 148.59 MHz.

�e loop-back mode uses 434 logic elements, 105 registers and
1 PLL of the FPGA.

4 EXPERIMENT
To be able to obtain a be�er comparison with the majority of works
mentioned, in this study all aforementioned values were reported.
Regarding the amount of frames per second the goal is to pro-
cess all frames that the capture device provides, not despising any
information.

Full-HD images were processed, without arti�ce to reduce the
original image, using three color channels. Run time, latency and
frequency were highlighted. Power consumption information was
also available, using available estimation tools and taking measure-
ments on the platform.

Using the loop-back code as base, the Sobel operator was added,
whose output was sent to the monitor instead of the loop-back
output by positioning a switch on DE2-115 board. For applying
the operator on a given pixel, it is necessary that the values of the
neighbouring pixels are made available, requiring a total of nine
pixels. Only the magnitude of the gradient was calculated.

To avoid storing an entire frame, which uses about 7 MB of
memory, three circular bu�ers were implemented, one for each
color channel, using a vector structure and a pointer to this vector,
similar to Kong et al. [14]. �e bu�ers used about 13 KB of RAM.

According to the static timing analysis obtained directly from
the �artusTMII hardware synthesizer tool, it was not possible to
calculate the sums of the three pixels of the partial gradients in the
same clock cycle. So, at �rst, only two pixels are added (chosen the
extremes), and to this result is added the double of the intermediate
pixel, thus implementing a two-stage pipeline for this calculation.
A third pipeline stage was implemented for calculating the sum of
partial gradients and a fourth pipeline stage calculated the sum of
absolute values of the partial gradients. �e same operation was
implemented for each one of the three color channels.

With respect to the implementation of the loop-back mode, the
Sobel operator used additional 717 logic elements, 432 registers
and 106,416 bits of memory. �e latency of the solution was 4.9 µs ,
equivalent to the transmission time of 3,843 pixels, needed to �ll
the circular bu�ers. From then on, pixels are processed as they
become available.

5 POWER CONSUMPTION
In order to obtain power consumption information, two approaches
were used: one using the values provided by the synthesizing tool
and another one by measuring directly on the FPGA board.
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5.1 Power Consumption Estimation
To make a power consumption estimation �artusTMII Version
15.1 PowerPlay Power Analyzer tool and Synopsys VCS netlist
simulation were used. Initially all functions of the demo applica-
tion were removed, including the loop-back. �is application was
called empty mode and was aimed to make the estimation of the
static consumption of the FPGA. �e estimation of interest refers
to the consumption of digital logic circuits which, according to
the documentation of the FPGA used, is powered by VCCINT (net
VCC1P2 of the printed circuit board). �e tool report provides the
information of static and dynamic consumption of this component.

To analyze the e�ect of pixel values in the simulation results,
four di�erent simulation runs were done with pixels: i) constants;
ii) alternating between 000000 and FFFFFF; iii) random; and iv) of a
real image. In the four sets the static consumption was about the
same. In relation to the dynamic consumption, the lowest value
was observed in the �rst set. �e highest one was observed in the
second and third sets (approximately 200% larger with respect to
the �rst set); and, in the �nal set, the consumption was about 60%
higher than in the �rst one. �is last set of pixels was used in the
simulations of the loop-back and Sobel modes.

A simulation testbench was developed with values of the input
pixels maintained constants. In this empty mode the tool report
provided, as values of static and dynamic current, assigned to VC-
CINT, respectively, 16.3 mA and 9.4 mA. According to the Power
Analyzer tool documentation, the dynamic consumption includes
consumption related to the con�guration of the FPGA board. As
combinational logic was removed and the input pixels were kept
constant, the informed dynamic consumption in this mode should
refer only to the board con�guration. �us, the information of
interest was static consumption. As a VCCINT voltage is 1.2 V, the
static power consumption estimation was 19.6 mW.

For loop-back mode were obtained as static and dynamic VC-
CINT values, respectively, 21.4 mA and 974.7 mA. Assuming the
electric current required for con�guration of the FPGA does not
change, the dynamic VCCINT current value must represent the
current consumed in execution (run time).

For Sobel mode the values 22.2 mA and 1315.6 mA for static and
dynamic currents were reported by the tool, respectively, being
observed an increase of 340 mA with respect to the loop-back
mode, representing an increase of 409.0 mW, corresponding to the
power consumption of the execution of the Sobel gradient, which
represents an estimated consumption of 13.6 mJ per frame.

In order to validate the values reported by the tool, SobelR mode
was created, which processes only one color channel (red), and thus
excluded two circular bu�ers and the corresponding gradient calcu-
lation operations. With respect to the loop-back mode, this mode
used additional 251 logic elements, 152 registers and 35,472 bits of
memory. Compared with the Sobel mode, there was a decrease of
respectively 59%, 47% and 33% of these values.

�e power consumption estimation for static current value was
the same for both SobelR and Sobel modes, but there was an increase
of 54.62 mA of dynamic current in the SobelR mode. �is result is
inconsistent since there was a resource usage reduction and a power
consumption increase of approximately 65.54 mW. �e �ermal
Power Dissipation report information was analyzed. It showed

that SobelR mode consumption of combinatorial logic (35.22 mW)
represented an increase of 23% compared to the consumption of
Sobel mode (28,55 mW). However, a decrease of about 68% in the
power consumption of registers was reported, falling from 4.27 mW
in Sobel mode to 2.92 mW in SobelR mode.

5.2 Power Consumption Measurement
Due to the above results, an alternative for power consumption
estimating was sought, making the measurement of power con-
sumption in the physical FPGA platform.

�e chosen measurement technique uses the parasitic resistance
(RL ) of the inductor of the on-board switched power supply circuit
to measure the current in the inductor L [20]. �e sensor consists of
a resistor R and a ceramic capacitorCS in parallel with the inductor.
�e capacitor voltage VCS is the desired output of the measuring
device, according to Figure 2.

R CS

L RL

+VCS-

iL VCCINT

FPGA

iFPGA RM

iM

Figure 2: Calibration scheme [20] [21].

�e appropriate values for Cs and RL were chosen, so that

R.CS = L/RL . (1)

�e voltage of the capacitor is directly proportional to the induc-
tor current, as Eq. 2.

VCS = iL .RL (2)
Considering the value L = 3, 3 µH provided by the data-sheet

of the inductor manufacturer, and a measured resistance of RL =
38mΩ (Figure 2), we chose to use CS = 110 nF and R = 5, 6 kΩ.

In order to calibrate the measurement, voltage VCS measure-
ments were made by varying the current value through the use of
di�erent resistor values RM . �e FPGA board was con�gured in
the empty mode.

�e values and their respective linear approximation are shown
in Figure 3. Projecting voltageVCS equal to zero leads to an estimate
of the current iF PGA ≈ 19 mA. Once this process of calibration
done, resistor RM and ampere-meter iM were eliminated to retain
only the voltage measurement VCS .

Voltage measurements were made for loop-back, SobelR and So-
bel modes, presenting respectively the values 0.48 mV; 0.56 mV, and
0.70 mV. Considering the equation of the straight line obtained and
VCCINT voltage value of 1.2 V, an increase of 2.5 mW consumption
from loop-back mode for SobelR mode and an increase of 7.1 mW
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Figure 3: Measured voltage values depending on the
current.

from loop-back mode for Sobel mode were calculated. �is repre-
sents an increase of almost three times of the consumption of Sobel
mode with respect to SobelR mode, which was more consistent
than the values informed by the estimation tool.

Considering the Sobel mode increase in consumption of 7.1 mW,
and knowing that thirty frames are processed per second, the Sobel
processing consumption of each frame is 0.24 mJ. Several measure-
ments were made with real images and their gradients and the
same voltage value was observed. �e only variation in voltage
was occurring when an image of a blank wall was placed before the
camera. In Sobel mode a voltage increase of 0.64 mV was measured,
corresponding to an increased of consumption of 6.5 mW.

6 CONCLUSION
�is paper presented a platform for video processing in Full-HD
resolution, manipulating images at a rate of 30 fps, processing at
a clock rate of 148.59 MHz, without arti�ce to reduce the original
image, using three color channels, avoiding discarding any infor-
mation, and allowing the power consumption measurement. �e
implementation of the Sobel gradient for the three color channels
used 717 logic elements, 432 registers and 106,416 bits of RAM. �e
solution showed a latency of 4.9 µs , and an energy consumption of
0.24 mJ per frame.

Results for all the studied parameters were reported, being manip-
ulated images with higher resolution. �e measured consumption
was lower than the estimated consumption, even when compared
to the work presented here.

According to the results presented it was shown that it is pos-
sible to have a platform, which processes high-resolution videos
without discarding information, a�ordable and energy-viable. Also,
according to the amount of FPGA resources used, it is evident that
more complex algorithms can be implemented.
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